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ABSTRACT
IN-FLIGHT THRUST DETERMINATION ON A REAL-TIME BASIS
Ronald J. Ray
April 1984
A real-time computer program was Implemented on a F-15 jet
fighter to monitor In-flight engine performance of a Digital Electronic
Engine Controlled (DEEC) F-100 engine.
This thesis describes the application of two gas generator
methods to calculate In-flight thrust real-time at the NASA Dryden
Flight Research Facility. A comparison was made between the actual
results and those predicted by an engine model simulation. The percent
difference between the two methods was compared to the predicted uncer-
tainty based on instrumentation and model uncertainty and agreed closely
with the results found during altitude facility testing. Data was
obtained from acceleration runs of various altitudes at maximum power
settings with and without afterburner.
Real-time tn-flight thrust measurement was a major advancement to
f l i g h t test productivity and was accomplished with no loss In accuracy
over previous post f l i g h t methods.
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NOMENCLATURE
AJ Nozzle Area
C Speed of Sound
CG Gross Thrust Coefficient
CV Nozzle Velocity Coefficient
CIVV Compressor Inlet Variable Vanes
DEEC Digital Electronic Engine Control
EPR Engine Pressure Ratio (PT7/PO)
g Gravity Constant
FG Gross Thrust
FGI Ideei Gross Thrust
FLIDAB FlIght Data Base
FN Net Thrust
FR Ram Drag
Ml ideal Mach Number-
NT Fan Speec
PO Free Stream Static Pressure
PS2 Static Pressure Station Two
PT6M Measured Total Pressure Station Six
PT7 Total Pressure Station Seven
PTA Total Pressure-Area Method
R Gas Constant
RCIVV Rear Compressor Inlet Variable Vanes
T7 Temperature Station Seven
TT2 Total Temperature Station Two
TT7 Total Temperature Station Seven
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NomencIature. Contf nued
TTW Total Temperature-Weight Flow Method
U UncertaInty
V Velocity
VT Velocity at Nozzle Throat (Station Seven)
WAT Total Afrlfow
WFAC Afterburner Core Fuel Flow
WFAD Afterburner Duct Fuel Flow
WFGG Gas Generator Fuel Flow
WFT Total Fuel Flow
WG6 Gas Flow Rate Station Six,
WG7 Gas Flow Rate Station Seven
XPR Nozzle Pressure Ratio
^ Specific Heat Coefficient Ratio
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INTRODUCTION
One of the most Important objectives In any flight test program
Is the measure of performance. This has typically been a difficult and
time consuming task that has sometimes delayed Important fl ight tests.
The result of this problem has caused loss of man hours* delays between
fIIghts and Increased cost. Advancements In computer capacity and
capability has drastical ly reduced the time required for performance
evaluation and made possible real-time In-flight measurement.
The NASA Dryden Flight Research Faci l i ty has been Involved in a
flight test program with a Digital Electronic Engine Control (DEEC) on a
F-15 airplane. One of the objectives of this program is the evaluation
of the alrframe, propulsion and computer system Integration. Of
particular importance is the performance analys is . To aid In this
ana lys is a real-time computer program that ca lcu la tes the internal
thrust developed by the F-100 engine in-f l ight has been implemented.
This program a l l o w s the engineer to accurately monitor gross thrust, net
thrust, ram drag and specific fuel consumption instantaneously from a
control room during test flights.
To calculate thrust, two gas generator methods were employed.
These methods described In References 1 and 2, have been studied and
proven to be feasible and accurate. Because of the Instrumentation
already available from the DEEC engine and alrframe system no special
Instrumentation was required. The software used was a condensed version
of the manufacturer's supplied engine performance deck (Reference 3)
modified to run real-time.
1
Comparisons between the two gas generator methods and predicted
values were made to verify accuracy. Data was primarily obtained from
constant power setting acceleration runs at a variety of conditions.
Unsteady throttle transient data was also analyzed. An uncertainty
analysis was used to compare the differences between the two gas
generator methods and confirm the accuracy of both methods.
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DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS
Alrplane
The F-15 airplane Is a high performance twin-engine fighter with
a Mach number capability of 2.5. The engine Inlets are two-dimensional
external compression t-ype with three ramps (Figure 1)» and feature
variable capture area described In Reference 4.
BLEED E X I T
RAMP-UP
POSITION
\
R A M P - D O W N
P O S I T I O N
/ -THIRD RAMP
BYPASS DOOR
THROAT SLOT B Y P A S S
SECOND RAMP
F I R S T RAMP
Figure 1: F-15 Engine Inlet
The aircraft used had been modified to be a general fI Ight test
bed. The specific modification for the DEEC flight test program was
replacement of the left engine with the DEEC equipped test engine and
appropriate DEEC/fuel cooling modifications.
3
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Engine Description
The F-100 engine Is a twin-spool* low bypass ratlo» afterburning
turbofan of the 25,000 pound thrust class. Figure 2 shows the desig-
nated engine stations. The three-stage fan Is driven by a low pressure,
two-stage turbine and the ten-stage high pressure compressor Is driven
by a two-stage high pressure turbine. To Increase fan efficiency and
achieve high performance over a wide range of operating conditions the
engine Incorporates compressor Inlet variable vanes (CIVV) and rear
compressor variable vanes (RCVV). Continuously variable thrust augmen-
tation is provided by a mixed-flow afterburner. The augmentor
Incorporates f ive spray ring segments which are ignited sequentially.
This a l lows variable afterburner thrust. High energy gas Is exhausted
through a variable-area, convergent-divergent nozzle of the balance beam
design ttiat enables simultaneous optimization of nozzle area, expansion
ratio and boattail or aftend drag.
The major contributors to the high performance of the F-100
engine are high aerodynamic stage loadings, high-temperature turbines
w i th advanced cooling features, variable Internal aerodynamics, high
strencth-to-weight a l loys and a light-weight balanced beam exhaust
nozzle. Information on the design and development of the F-100 engine
can be found in References 4 and 5.
The primary f l i gh t test engine used during Init ial testing of the
Digital Electronic Engine Control and for calculation of real-time
thrust was designated P680063. This engine was one of two prototype
F100-PW-100 engines that were calibrated for thrust and air f low In the
NASA Lewis Research Center Propulsion Systems Laboratory 4 altitude
facility. The performance of this engine determined at the NASA Lewis
facility Is described In References 6 and 7.
^ IS
4 Combustor Exit
Fan Turbine Inlet
5 Fan Turbine Exit
6 Augmentor Inlet
Exit Exhaust Nozzle Throat 7
Exhaust Nozzle Exit 8
0 Ambient
Figure 2. F-100 Engine Stations
Dial fa I E iec"fron I c -
The DEEC IS -a fui't-auftjorlty, engine mounted digital electronic
control system that performs the functions of the standard F-100 engines
hydromechanlcal unif ied fuel control and supervisory digi ta l engine
electronic control. Its logic provides open loop schedu l i ng of C I V V ,
RCIVV, start bleed position, and augmentor controls. The OEEC incor-
porates closed-loop control logic to eliminate the need for periodic
trimming and to Improve performance. Reference 8 g ives a more complete
description of the DEEC system and Its performance.
There are some Important advantages of having the DEEC a v a i l a b l e
to supply engine data for the calculation of thrust. All of the para-
meters required to calculate thrust are avai lable from the DEEC computer
real-time and are measured with accurate, state-of-the-art Instrumen-
tation. In addition* the DEEC computer calculates airf low and pressure
at station two, reducing the computational requirement on the ground.
Thrust Measurement Instrumentation on the DFFH
The location of the engine Instrumentation used In the calcu-
lation of In-flight thrust Is shown In Figure 3. This Instrumentation
Is common to the DEEC system and Its associated data Is available real-
time from the DEEC computer. No special Instrumentation was required
and no modifications were made to any hardware for the calculation of
In-f I Ight thrust.
In addition to engine data* free stream static pressure*
temperature. Mach number and altitude were available from the aircraft
data system.
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PROCEDURE
Engine Performance Calculation
The software used to calculate In-flight thrust real-time Is a
modified version of the engine manufacturer's Fortran IV data reduction
routine for determining In-flight performance and was Intended for off-
line analysis. The user's manual* Reference 3» gives a general
description, of the requirements to run the original program and Its
capabilities. In-flight gross thrust, net thrust and thrust specif ic
fuel consumption are determined through correlation wi th mathematical
model curves which are based on the altitude facll.lty engine performance
and measured thrust ca I Ibratlons described by Reference 6.
The program uses two gas generator methods to calculate gross
thrust, the total temperature and weight f low method (TTW) and the total
pressure and area method (PTA), which differ ma in ly in the method used
tc ca lcu la te thrust. For both methods, the ideal gross thrusi is
defined as the thrust obtained when the f low at the primary nozzle /" S
i sentropically expanded to free-stream static pressure, that is:
9
The PTA equation is obtained by applying the continuity equation
at the primary nozzle exit:
WG7 = V7 * A7
8
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Both equations rely on the Ideal velocity being equal to the
product of the Ideal Mach number and the speed of sound*
VI = Ml * c
where
Ml =
and
C =
The TTW equation Is obtained by converting static temperature*
T, to total temperature* TT, by using -^— = (•'-*•) and si m p l i f y i n g * the
Ideal velocity becomes:
2-Ba ^
*-1 PO
Rearranging and s i m p l i f y i n g these equations leads to the following
resultant gross thrust equations:
A) * PT7 * A, *X
FG(TTW) = - TT7 * ^() cv
The f i n a l term is the correction factor from ideal to actual
gross thrust and is obtained from empirical data. A more detailed
development of these equations Is found In References 2 and 9.
Net thrust Is obtained by subtracting the ram drag force* FR»
from the corrected gross thrust,
9
FN = FG - FR
10
Because of the extreme temperature within the engine* many of the
parameters necessary for the thrust calculation* such as exhaust
pressures and temperatures* cannot be directly measured. These para-
meters are calculated from available Instrumentation (Figure 3) by use
of gas dynamic relationships and empirical mathematical models obtained
during altitude facility testing described In Reference 6.
Gas Generator Method Calculation Flow
A schematic representation of the gas g4nej|a:tbr methods data f low
. ' • j. • '"•V..*^*-?"^ '
- • i.J~ ",-'•'•" -
and model calculations fs given In Figure 4. The'arrows show the f low
of data. The blocks within the schematic I•l-ljjstirate the calculations
performed. The model uses a combination of thepretical values* com-
ponent test data* and fulT-scaJe engine data tb.;:g^nerate the relation-
ships necessary for the analysis. The engine core and afterburner
sections are modeled separately as shown.
To model the engine core, first the mass f low change Is
calculated from the airf low and primary fuel-f low data supplied by the
. t
DEEC. The temperature rise Is then calculated from the total
temperature at station two and the fuel-to-air ratio In the core. The
afterburner model calculates the change In total pressure* temperature
and gas flow rate through this section. Once station seven Is
completely modeled* Ideal gross thrust Is calculated.
To correct the Ideal thrust to actual* the model employs a nozzle
analysis to calculate correction coefficients. The PTA method Is
corrected by the gross thrust coefficient* 06 and the TTW method Is
corrected by the velocity coefficient, CV.
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Figure 4. Gas Generator Method Calculation Flow
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To Increase the efficiency of the program and to meet real-time
compatibility requirements the following modifications were made to the
manufacturer's original post-flight program (Reference 3) In order to
operate real-time.
1. The total airf low calculation was removed because of Its
availabil i ty from the DEEC.
2. The uncertainty logic was removed.
3. The output parameters were reduced to only the essential
parameters requested for real-time display.
4. The method of Inputting data was changed to a l l ow
instantaneous access from the main ground computer
program.
These changes were pr imar i ly made to Increase the speed of data
reduction and no changes were made to the method of calculation other
than 'more eff Icfent programming.
The a i r f l o w ca lcu la t ion was actual ly an option in the or ig inal
program. Because the DEEC engine computer calculates this parameter and
suppl fed ft on a real-t ime basis to the ground computer, the option was
removed to el iminate the storage requirements of its f i ve subroutines
and the time consuming tests that were associated wi th the option. This
in effect streamlined the program.
The removal of the uncertainty logic was an Important factor in
Increasing the speed of the program. The original program analyzes the
effect of each Input parameter one at a time by looping back to the
beginning of the program, varlng a parameter by Its uncertainty and
repeating the performance calculation sequence to determining Its asso-
ciated uncertainty In thrust. Once all the Independent thrust
OF POOR 'QUALITY 13
uncertainties were determined* a root-sum-square calculation was made to
find the overall uncertainty In thrust at the particular flight
condition. This process was obviously time consuming and the results
have little Importance In the real-time environment. Removal of the
uncertainty logic. Including two subroutines and numerous logic tests,
accounted for over a tenfold Increase In the thrust computation speed.
In addition to the removal of the airflow and uncertainty logic,
all other tests and calculations that were not essential to the calcu-
lation of gross and net thrust were removed and the output was reduced
to only pertinent performance parameters for real-time display.
Both Input and output methods were changed to allow Instantaneous
access of all parameters. This was accomplished by the use of the
Fortran "common block" statement to Instantly update input and output
data as It varied. The "common block? statement was essential fn
meeting the requirement of real-time fnpu|: aifdI output: ccmipatlbl I Ity.
All of the above mentioned mod;!f I cations: were made "wh Me al ! cw Ing
the performance program to run at Its^besf^r.ate of speed I n the back-
ground of the main F-15/DEEC real-time Computer program using taped
data from previous flight test. To confirm that real-time, computing
rates were being achieved, a routine was added to monitor the rate
thrust was calculated. Once the modifications were completed the
performance program was changed to a subroutine of the main F-15 program
and operated at a fixed rate of f ive samples per second. This was done
to al low additional computer space for future usage.
ORIGINAL PAGE S3
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Results of Modifications w x
The results of the modifications made to operate real-time are
compared to the original pos-h-f light program In Table 1 below. The most
significant result was the calculation of thrust real-time with no loss
In accuracy from the original post-flight program. This was a major
Improvement In flight test productivity and a l lows decisions concerning
thrust output to be made In the control room.
14
TABLE 1 ; RESUL TS OF MOD IFI CATIONS
ITEM ORIGINAL MODIFIED
Method of Data Reduction
Time between test maneuver
and data reduction
Program length
Accuracy (estimated)
Uncertainty calculation
Output form
Post-FIIght
2-5 days
21 subroutines
2 to 5 percent
Aval I able
Lengthy hard copy
with plotting
aval table
Real-Time
40 mII 11 sees
1-2 hrs. hard copy
12 subroutines
— same —
Not aval I able
Tabulated hard copy
with plotting
aval I able, strip-
charts
The delay In data reduction post f l ight was due to the time
required to format the real-time flight data tape for use on the post
flight Cyber computer. This delay varied with the work load and the
availability of the real-time computer and had been longer than two
weeks.
The Improvement In flight-test productivity should help to
relieve the work load on the engineer both during and after the flight
since It provides a fast and accurate measure of engine performance for
15
Immediate use. This should also reflect In a substantial financial
savings by allowing Important decisions concerning present and future
flights-to be made with no delay In obtaining performance data. Thus*
problems In the past that would terminate or postpone flights can now be
solved faster and sometimes Immediately. This results In a savings of
man hours, aircraft downtime and money.
Real-Time Data System
The actual F-15/DEEC real-time data system used to calculate
thrust Is shown In Figure 5. Data from the engine and airframe was
captured at various rates and continuously telemetered to the ground
station receiver. The raw data was recorded on a digital tape for
future processing and supplied to the real-time computer for engineering
units conversions and data reduction. The computer then supplied the
output to the appropriate device.
Output was displayed real-time, every second on the CRT's and
updated Instant Iy on strlpcharts fn the control room. Hard copy was
provided In table form shortly after any f l ight w i t h plotting ava i lab le
directly after any maneuver.
In addition to this real-time thrust program a version of the
original deck has been modified to run post-flight from the f l ight data
base tape (FLIDAB). This program was used as a comparison and check to
the real-time version and gave a detailed account of all thrust depen-
dent parameters and uncertainties.
Implementation and Testing
Implementation of the real-time thrust calculation was accom-
plished during Phase 3 of the DEEC test program. Because this was a
supplementary project, the Initial data was used to verify the accuracy
16
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F100 Engine
Mtrftiptex/
transmitter
Computer
Figure 5. F-15 DEEC Real Time Data System
of the real-time program wi th the original post-flight version. This
occurred with no disruption to the DEEC flight test program. Once
verification was established, subsequent f l ights were made to take
advantage of this new software.
Pertinent real-time thrust data was obtained from level f l Ight
acceleration runs at various altitudes and test day conditions. Power
settings were mil Itary and maximum afterburning. Table 2 below
summarizes these test runs.
17
TABLE 2: TEST RUN SUMMARY
FL IGHT DATE
412 1/10/83
POWER SETTING
MIL
MAX
ALTITUDE
5
10
20
30
40
10
20
30
40
TERMINATING
MACH NO.
.97
.97
.99
.98
.99
1.24
1.46
1.94
2.28
Because of the real-time program, thrust data was continually
monitored on computer terminals and stripcharts in the control room.
This al lowed instant evaluation of steady-state thrust output as w e l l as
various unsteady conditions such as throttle transients, formation
fl lght» and changes in attitude. In addition to gross and net thrust
for both the TTW and FT A method, specif ic fuel consumption, total engine
pressure ratio (FT7/PO) and ram drag were a v a i l a b l e for analys is.
ORIGINAL PAGE
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Samples of the results obtained from real-time data are shown
graphically In Figures 6 through 9. These Include steady and unsteady
engine conditions and parameters of Interest to the test and evaluation
engineers. These plots were generated post-flight for Illustrative
purposes but represent actual real-time data.
Steady State Acceleration Runs
Two level acceleration runs at 30,000 feet were made during
f ( ight number 412 of the DEEC program. These two runs were made back-
to-back and represent s imi lar test day conditions. The first of these
runs was a military power acceleration run. This was fo l lowed by a
maximum ,pc>wer> ful l-af ten-burn Ing acceleration run.
Flcjuifes 6 and 7 are plots of gross thrust versus Mach number for
the two runs. Both plots Illustrate the general tendency for the two
gas generator methods to converge to the same thrust values as the run
proceeds. This was probably due to the transition from unsteady to
steady engine conditions during the Initial part of each run since
calibration of the two methods was made only at steady-state operating
condltlons.
Time histories of the gross thrust and the parameters fuel f low,
ram drag and pressure ratios are shown In Figure 8 for the 30,000 feet,
maximum power acceleration. At the start of this acceleration, the
greatest disagreement between the two gas generator methods Is noted.
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Figure 6. 3W MIL Power Acceleration (Thrust vs. Mach Number)
MAX POWER ACCEL
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TTW METHOD
PTA METHOD
I
0.80 1.20 1.60 2.00
MACH NUMBER
Ffgure 7. 30K MAX Power Acceleration (Thrust vs. Mach Number
This Is the result of the engine operating at an unsteady state
condition. The engfne Is reacting to the Initial Increase In power
setting and Its corresponding Increase In airflow and fuel supply. As
the run proceeds and the engine approaches a more stable operating
condition the two methods converge toward the same thrust values.
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Figure 8. 3OK MAX Power Acceleration (Time History)
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The two pressure ratios shown In Figure 8 represent engine
pressure ratio (EPR = PT6/PT2) and nozzle pressure ratio (XPR »
PT7/PTO). Nozzle pressure ratio Is an Important parameter In both gas
generator caI cut atTons and Increases with thrust as expected. Engine
pressure ratio decreases due to the relatively large Increase In
compressor Inlet pressure (PTC).
All runs showed an Increase In performance, particularly !n
maximum thrust, over standard F100 engines. This Is also Indicated by
an Increase In acceleration. Augmented net thrust was much greater than
primary net thrust at all altitudes, ranging from 2 to 3.5 times these
values. In general, net thrust Increased with Mach and decreased with
altitude. Fuel consumption showed s l m I I ar tendencies with augmented
fuel consumption ranging 5 to 6 times greater than maximum non-augmented
fuel consumption. Engine fan rotor speed was relatively constant during
the acceleration runs with very Ifttle differences between the corre-
sponding values at military and maximum power. These results agree
closely to the predicted performance values given in Reference 10 for
standard day conditions.
Unsteady Throttle Settings
In addition to the acceleration runs, time history plots of a
variety o'f transient throttle settings were made to evaluate the
agreement between the two gas generator methods during unsteady engine
operations. The results, shown In Figures 9, Indicate good correlation
for this case. The correlation was significant since the performance
deck was Intended for steady state engine operations and not calibrated
In a dynamic environment. These plots also gave an Important measure of
the response time of the engine and Indicate a slight time lag between
ORIGINAL
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Figure 9: Unsteady State Throttle Transient (Time History)
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throttle Input and thrust output. This lag In response time could be
very Important to the safe operation of the aircraft* particularly when
quick dynamic responses are required such as during formation flight.
Near Ren I-Time Thrust Plots
To aid In the performance analysis during a test flight* hard
copy plots such as the one shown In Figure 10 were available shortly
after any maneuver. This plot Illustrates a 30*000 foot acceleration
run at military power. The difference between the two methods at the
beginning of the test run could be due to non-stable engine conditions.
This represented a case In which real-tfm« thrust computation data could
be used by the test engineer to request a repeat of the acceleration run
to obtain closer agreement between the two methods.
10 x 10*
8
Net
Thrust
Lfi
6
4
2
0
Thrust-Time History
Mil Power Accel
3<MMOft
PTA Method
TTW Method
12 18 24 30 38
Time (sec)
42 48 54 60
Figure 10. Near Real Time Thrust Time History
Accuracy and Uncertainty
The accuracy of the actual gross thrust calculation was primarily
dependent on three factors: (1) the accuracy of the Input data* (2) the
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accuracy of -the thrust model and (3) the accuracy of the cal I brat? on
coefficients. Reference 7 found the model gross thrust uncertainty to
be as high as 5.2 percent* but generally below 3.8 percent during
altitude facility calibrations. The uncertainty dropped substantially
with Increasing thrust. The facility test also found the overall
agreement between cell-measured thrust and calculated thrust for engine
P680063 to be -1.5 percent for gross thrust (Reference 6). The results
were less than -.8 percent for the maximum attainable power for each
test condition again showing marked Increase ?n accuracy with Increasing
thrust.
Because '-It -was Impossible to directly measure In-flight thrust, a
comparison was made between the two calculated thrust methods and the
predicted'-thrust from the engine manufacturer's simulation deck*
Reference 11. The result Is shown graphical Iy In Figure 11 for a 40*000
foot, maximum power-acceleration run. Predicted thrust was calculated
r /> *** -
using a minimum of Input such as test day altitude, Mach number,
temperature and ram air recovery. With this If ml ted Input the
V *v £ ^^
 v
»\ "**—,, S *- :' . , .
simulation deck completely modeled all the major engine components
Includingthe fan, compressor, combuster, turbines, afterburner and
nozzle. This accumulated data was used to calculate overall engine
performance.
The agreement between the predicted and real-time calculated
thrust was within two to f ive percent of each other. The predicted
thrust was almost a constant 400 Ibs. less than the real-time data
except at the beginning of the run. This was because the empirical data
tables within the simulation deck were obtained from a degraded F-100
engine and did not completely predict the full thrust output of a normal
engine. The overall results gave confidence to the accuracy of the
•
real-time thrust calculation.
25
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Figure 11. Predicted vs. Calculated Net Thrust
To further evaluate the accuracy of the data a comparison was
also made between the predicted uncertainty of the manufacturer's
original thrust deck (Reference 3) and the percent difference In thrust
between the two methods. The results obtained for the 30.000 foot,
maximum power acceleration run discussed previously are shown In Figure
12. The predicted uncertainties are based on a root mean square calcu-
lation of thrust uncertainty due to the uncertainty In Input parameters:
where
U =/[U(PTA)]2 + CU(TTW)]2
+Z,[U,(TTW)]2
j = (FG, - FG)/FG » 100%
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-TT7 Prwfletod ^tUfTAJJ* + (U(TTW))»
O Catetttefed « (FO(PTA)— FG(TTW)) / FG{PTA) x 100
30,000 ft, Maximum Power
.8 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
Mvcn Nufnbw
Figure 12. Difference Between PTA and TTW Calculated Thrust and
Predicted Uncertainty
The uncertainty of each method/ given by the root-sum-square
combination of the Independent thrust uncertainties. U, Is the
percentage sum of the difference between the actual calculated thrust
and the uncertainty thrust FGj. The uncertainty thrust values were
calculated by Independently varying each Input parameter by Its uncer-
tainty. The uncertainty of the Independent variables Is given In Table
3 along with the resulting calculated gross thrust uncertainty for a
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variety of operating conditions. In general the uncertainties tended to
decrease with Increasing mach number, altitude and power setting.
The large difference between the two methods In Figure 12 at the
beginning of the run may be due to the transient tine required for the
engine to stabilize at a steady-state condition. This was also the area
of lowest thrust that was found during altitude testing to have the
highest model uncertainty and the greatest deviation from measured
thrust. Above Mach one the results were within the predicted limits of
-2.5 percent and showed excel lent agreement near the maximum thrust
output. This agreed with the results found during altftude-facllfty
testing.
/\[ [-plane Performance Time Line
The potential of real-time computing Is almost unlimited. lt*s
time and cost saving advantages have led NASA to pursue more and more
capacity. Figure 13 shows how the real-tfme engine performance w i l l
eventually evolve to the goal of real-tfme aircraft performance.
Ultimately there Is a need to accurately calculate lift and drag real-
time and correlate them to standard day conditions for comparison to
wind tunnel and theoretical values. This breakthrough should set a
precedent for future real-time computer applications. Implementation of
a real-time performance program Is an Important step In this direction.
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Figure 13. Atrplane Performance Time Line
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CONaUStONS
This thesis has verified the practicality and advantages of
Implementing a real-time Inflight thrust calculation on the OEEC F100
Engine, The use of the DEEC computer greatly aided In the success of
this project and al lowed real-time thrust to be calculated with no loss
In accuracy from previous post-flight methods. Results showed good
agreement with previous predicted performance and uncertainty values and
Indicate an Increase In accuracy with an Increase In-flight mach number,
altitude and power setting.
Real-time thrust was a major advancement In fIIght test produc-
tivity and efficiency by Increasing aircraft diagnostics capabilities
related to performance* resulting In decreased aircraft downtime and
post-flight data reduction requirements. This should reflect a
signif icant financial savings. The real-time thrust analysis has helped
greatly In the performance analysis of the OEEC F100 engine and should
eventually lead to more advanced aircraft performance programs setting a
precedent for future test fl ight projects.
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